
Note this man pulled all this while under the covenant of marriage.  Being married did not change his behavior. 

Could be the worst day of your life:  Job, Health, Family & or pet problems; and he’s still trying to make a move on you as his 

dick comes first.  You could be in the hospital and he tries to hump you.  When his libido needs to be service before you can 

have a genuine conversation you have a big-headed, self-centered ass, who sees you a his servant, not his equal.  If you and 

your man are not on the same page, the two of you won’t work if he wants a hook up and you want a boyfriend, You’ll  end 

up feeling used. 

Insults you all day about what a bad wife you are, that he doesn’t consider you to be his.  Et he wants you to drop assault 

charges and divorce.) yet, thinks you should service him on demand that evening.  Without rest before you go to work. 

Petitioned for sexual favors before getting to know me.  No women regardless of her bedroom behavior wants to be treated 

like a slut.   

If your excluded from his social group, you are a play-mate, not girl-friend or wife. 

Even though he confessed for having a lot more 880 women sexually in his life time; your a slut for dating 3 people seriously.  

Double standard. 

A man interested in you should treat you as an equal, not a dish rag which can easily be disgarded. 

Man whom sees you as a floozy will voice his sexual demands before or if ever asking things to get to know you. 

A man voicing he thinks you will be his wife someday is simply using a pick up line on you. 

For sixty years John committed to remaining single; and “careful to not impregnate women”-yet doesn’t use any birth control 

nor does he respect your wishes to use condom. Or to not have sex on occasion  for your protection or beliefs.  It doesn’t 

matter how involved it appears; he may act like a boy-friend/husband; if his the un-committal type he discard you in a 

heartbeat.  Ask his wife and bastard children.  He may consider you a backup plan rather than a first choice.  He’s only 

available when it is convenient for him. 

A man whom uses sweet nothings in the bedroom, yet outside it rough, rude, selfish only sees you as a fuck buddy not a part 

of his future.  Doesn’t take you to his social events, nor won’t go to public functions to better facilitate a working growing 

loving relationship with you is not in your future or best interests. 

He’ll lay down the rule; for a continued relationship with him and it doesn’t include your future plans. 

When you find a remedy for your distress or problems ie car trouble.  Of course he won’t hear or be available until you no 

longer need his help and can do . . . . . so he could get laid later. 

A lot of I told you statements:  I told you I was selfish, etc. Takes but doesn’t give and will drop you in a second if you object. 

Narassist. 

He thinks your body is always at his disposal; without regard to the women attached to the body.  He’s not concerned with 

your satisfaction, only your wiliness to let him satisfy himself.  Even if your relationship is largely sex based ,a man should still 

be interested in your comfort and pleasure.  Being objectified is as enjoyable as dental work. 

 

A man whom manipulates you into thinking your his one and only (wife) when in fact your one of thousands, he is officially a 

PLAYER. 



If he sounds too good before or after finding out about his checkered past, if he sounds too good he probably is.  Instead of 

acting from the heart, he is acting period. 

Keeping track of his conquests, “a lot more then 880 women”  his relationships are not about the individual girl but about his 

ability to mark territory and possess.  It could help him reaffirm his masculinity and worth, characteristics that  shouldn’t 

revolve around sex. 

He’s receiving texts and calls in the middle of the night and won’t let his wife see the messages or hear the conversations. 

Doesn’t Facebook or internet.  But has his own Facebook account and uses the internet to women shop and for porn – caught 

read handed while married.  Women on the phone have other names assigned to them.  I love you texts from other married 

women.  Calms to be a past relationship.  (Professionals state that often the amount of secret texts he sends it directly 

related to how many women he’s sleeping with.) 

If he’s inflexible with his time. More complicated then nuclear physics.  He’s probably fitting himself into a myriad of women.  

Since a player is experienced in the art of deception, he’ll convince you that his time is limited because he is such a good 

person.  Excuses why you fail and can’t be with.  Excuses why he . . .. A man interested in you will work his life around you.  A 

true player will set you up to fall hard.  “I never felt like this before, etc.  Knowing that it will be harder for you to leave him.  

Every time you grow suspicious, he hopes you’ll think back on promises/romance and decide that your gut was wrong. 

Fast forwarder of relationships.  Why are you the one?  Get specific reasons.  He’s just trying to manipulate you to drop your 

drawers.  And now you know he is willing to get married to PLAY YOU.    Talks about far off plans, BUT avoids getting to know 

you in the present. After a few time in the sack, he’ll sack you.  Now you know he’ll even marry to do it. 

(“Being a player is a form of misogyny.” professionals)  Players work to establish control over a women’s emotions in order to 

manipulate or use her.  Even is his attitude seems to speak otherwise, it is likely that you’ll never be more than an object to 

him.  Your feelings won’t factor into the relationship , leaving you hurt and violated. 

An honest man will ask questions about your goals, dreams, & desires but he typically won’t promise to fulfill them before 

getting to know you at a deeper level.  A guy whom focuses on the future  instead of learning about you in the present is 

looking to CHARM YOU into the bedroom (and/or out of property), not into his life. 

 

 


